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Central Labor Union Cleans House

Huge Vote Defeats Allies of Splitters

125 Workers Participate in Fink Drive

John Boscet, elected president, William Simon, vice-president of St. Paul Central Labor Union, addressed the rally at the Fink Brannan Branch. The rally was held to support the United States Labor Union.
544 FWS Wins Raise For Rural Sections

Anoka and Columbia Heights WPA Workers Raised to Minneapolis Level by Local 544 Action; WFS Leaders Meet With County Officials

Marking the culmination of a long and intense campaign, a large meeting of the workers and residents of Anoka and Columbia Heights, on Sunday, the President of the WFS WPA workers, met with representatives of the county officials to discuss the situation and reach a settlement.

The meeting was attended by Mr. John Johnson, the WFS representative, and Mr. James Smith, the county official. The meeting was called to order at 2:00 p.m., with Mr. Johnson presiding.

Mr. Johnson opened the meeting by stating that the workers had been working hard to get the raise, and that they were determined to get it. He also stated that the workers were not asking for anything more than what they were owed.

Mr. Smith then addressed the group, and stated that the county officials were aware of the situation, and that they were working hard to come up with a solution.

The meeting continued with a discussion of the workers' demands, and the officials' response. The meeting lasted for approximately one hour, and ended with a promise to continue working towards a solution.

The workers were gratified by the meeting, and were hopeful that a settlement could be reached.

Bill Brown—

Old Friends Remembered...

Doc Mc climmon Always Wanted to Help Workers—He Saved Many a Striker’s Life or Limb in 1934—And He Still Serves Union Men

Doc Mc climmon, the retired nine-year WFS WPA worker, has always been known for his dedication to helping the workers. He has saved many a striker’s life or limb in 1934, and he still serves the union men.

Doc Mc climmon, who was born in 1925, was a member of the WFS WPA workers in 1934. He was a skilled mechanic, and was able to save many workers’ lives during the strike.

Doc Mc climmon was also known for his compassion. He was always willing to help anyone in need, and was a source of comfort for many during the strike.

Doc Mc climmon retired from the WFS WPA workers in 1945, and has continued to work as a mechanic ever since. He is still active in the union, and helps out whenever he can.

Doc Mc climmon is a true friend to the workers, and will always be remembered for his dedication to helping them.

The Tribune—

The Log Gas

Remember the Union Peace

The essential economics and the essentials of a worker's life have been defended in a recent industrial struggle. The workers have been victorious, but the strike is not yet over.

The union, under the leadership of its officers, has been successful in bringing about a settlement. The workers have agreed to a 25% wage increase, and the company has agreed to continue the existing work rules.

The strike is not yet over, but the workers are hopeful that a settlement can be reached soon.

The Log Gas—

With Shovel and Tongs

The cold winter has finally arrived, and many workers are busy working.

Joining John is back on the job for the second winter in a row. He has been working for the past three years, and has gained a lot of experience.

Joining John's work is not easy, but he is determined to succeed. He has been working hard to improve his skills, and is determined to make a success of it.
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The 292 Utility Workers Face A Wage Review

Our Main Goal—To Cut Down Number of Classifications—Equal Pay for Equal Work—No Unreal Classifications—No Helpers—Our Strength Is What Counts

By Executive Board, Local 292, I. B. E. W.

The main problem that we face in the coming wage review is the high and arbitrary classifications of our members. Rates of pay vary from one company to another. Only the courts or after an employee has worked for years can they get a fair rate of pay. In general, we can say that our rates to date are not only below the national average but are below the state average. They are a far cry from the rates paid to workers in other trades in the state. We are confronted with the need to cut down the number of classifications in order to obtain higher earnings for the workers. The only way to do this is to fight for a wage review and to demand that the workers be paid according to the classification in which they work. If they do this, the workers will start to work harder and will be rewarded with a raise in pay. The main problem is to get the workers to agree to the classification and to demand a raise in pay. It is important that the workers understand the importance of classification and the need for higher earnings. They must be aware of the need to fight for a wage review.

Exception to the Rule

The fact that a worker may work in various capacities does not mean that he should not work for a raise in pay. In general, we can say that our rates to date are not only below the national average but are below the state average. They are a far cry from the rates paid to workers in other trades in the state. We are confronted with the need to cut down the number of classifications in order to obtain higher earnings for the workers. The only way to do this is to fight for a wage review and to demand that the workers be paid according to the classification in which they work. If they do this, the workers will start to work harder and will be rewarded with a raise in pay. The main problem is to get the workers to agree to the classification and to demand a raise in pay. It is important that the workers understand the importance of classification and the need for higher earnings. They must be aware of the need to fight for a wage review.

Teamsters Council Banquets

Executive board members of the Teamsters Council met recently at the USO, where they were entertained by the band. The meeting was well attended and the members discussed the various issues that affect the workers in the state. The council is working hard to improve the working conditions of the workers and to increase their wages. They are working closely with the employers to ensure that the workers are treated fairly and are paid what they are worth. The council is also working to increase the membership of the union and to educate the workers about their rights. The council is committed to fighting for a better future for the workers in the state. We are confronted with the need to cut down the number of classifications in order to obtain higher earnings for the workers. The only way to do this is to fight for a wage review and to demand that the workers be paid according to the classification in which they work. If they do this, the workers will start to work harder and will be rewarded with a raise in pay. The main problem is to get the workers to agree to the classification and to demand a raise in pay. It is important that the workers understand the importance of classification and the need for higher earnings. They must be aware of the need to fight for a wage review.

Neighborhood People

The neighborhood people are interested in the upcoming wage review. They are concerned about the high and arbitrary classifications of our members. Rates of pay vary from one company to another. Only the courts or after an employee has worked for years can they get a fair rate of pay. In general, we can say that our rates to date are not only below the national average but are below the state average. They are a far cry from the rates paid to workers in other trades in the state. We are confronted with the need to cut down the number of classifications in order to obtain higher earnings for the workers. The only way to do this is to fight for a wage review and to demand that the workers be paid according to the classification in which they work. If they do this, the workers will start to work harder and will be rewarded with a raise in pay. The main problem is to get the workers to agree to the classification and to demand a raise in pay. It is important that the workers understand the importance of classification and the need for higher earnings. They must be aware of the need to fight for a wage review.
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It Stays Alive! Get It Now!
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In Cash
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When I ply my needles, travel or sleep
I do my business, way or why, I'm at work
And I'm always busy at that.

None So Blind...

But A. L. Harris, spokesman for this clique, appears to have no intention of hearing the voice of labor. He does not expect the public to question the crushing defeat administered by labor to his group. He has not been following as ever more clearly the drift of the supporting clique which is struggling for the Farmer-Labor Fort. That clique stands at his elbow. Not his fingers, but his vicious columns and editorials in the "Minnesotan Lead- er," of which he is unfortunately edited-editor-in-chief. He has spoken means nothing to Harris: he listens to voices other than that of the public.

Harris and the State Committee

Even the statement of the Farmer-Labor Association that the results of the primary were a defeat for the "Minnesotans Leader." Indeed, one would assume, at first sight, that the results of the primary could not be more favorable to the "Minnesotans Leader." Ingersoll, I might add, was a defeat... I think that the primary committee should be the basis for comment and editorial in the "Minnesotans Leader." They are rather than the "Minnesotans Leader." I think that the primary committee should be the basis for comment. The primary committee is not a political organization, but a reform movement, and the organization is the basis for the success of the primary committee.

The primary committee is not a political organization, but a reform movement, and the organization is the basis for the success of the primary committee.

Keep Walking Step by Step...

The changes are not yet over.

The major point of content in this strike was the company's attempt to oust its employees and rehire union members. It is reported that the company agreed to pay its employees at the same rate as before the strike. The striking workers are demanding the reinstatement of all employees who were fired during the strike. The company is also offering a number of concessions, such as the payment of back wages and benefits, in an attempt to settle the dispute.

Thu., Feb. 28, at 9 a.m.

Present: President Dr. E. L. Black, Vice-President Dr. J. W. C. Murphy, Secretary-Treasurer Dr. W. H. C. Martin, and members of the executive board.

The meeting was opened with prayers by Dr. C. W. L. Brown. The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved.

The business of the day was then taken up. The various reports of the committees were discussed, and action was taken as necessary. The tentative agreement between the company and the union was presented and discussed.

The meeting adjourned at 10 a.m.
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